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About This Game

Sumer is a unique blend of modern board game design and exciting real-time action, set against the beautiful backdrop of a
mysterious ancient civilization.
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Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
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Publisher:
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Love this game, but wish development would go a bit faster :(. If you are perchance noble sumerian you are at the right place.
This game have sacrifice, goats, bread and pots. You name it and it's here. Please the god, rule the people and screw rest of the
elite. It's heaven really. On the other hand we modern humans may find it confusing at first. But it's fun to jump around.
Probably even more so with three other just as clueless contemporaries. Game runs well and controls are ok. Minor annoyance is
the inability to skip some parts (e.g. score animation). Imagine crack addict that have to wait for long elevator music score to
stop so that he can get high again. Truly unpleasant thing but could be solved easily, for example skip cutscenes if all human
players hold action button. Btw some guy on reddit is claiming that his 5yo kid is really good player. Either both of them don't
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know how to play or I am on the lower side of the intelligence spectrum but this game is certainly not easy.. Love the idea of
this game. Can't wait for multiplayer. Board game that requires quick thinking and platforming.. Love the idea of this game.
Can't wait for multiplayer. Board game that requires quick thinking and platforming.. Love this game, but wish development
would go a bit faster :(. If you are perchance noble sumerian you are at the right place. This game have sacrifice, goats, bread
and pots. You name it and it's here. Please the god, rule the people and screw rest of the elite. It's heaven really. On the other
hand we modern humans may find it confusing at first. But it's fun to jump around. Probably even more so with three other just
as clueless contemporaries. Game runs well and controls are ok. Minor annoyance is the inability to skip some parts (e.g. score
animation). Imagine crack addict that have to wait for long elevator music score to stop so that he can get high again. Truly
unpleasant thing but could be solved easily, for example skip cutscenes if all human players hold action button. Btw some guy on
reddit is claiming that his 5yo kid is really good player. Either both of them don't know how to play or I am on the lower side of
the intelligence spectrum but this game is certainly not easy.
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